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The octyl-β-D-xyloside is a biosurfactant with well-known roles in 

membrane protein systems. Using an efficient delivery system for 

these biosurfactants is of primary importance. This paper 

investigates the potential application of Al12N12 and B12N12 

nanocages as an electronic sensor for octyl-β-D-xyloside surfactant 

detection in the gas phase using density functional theory 

calculations. Our results show that the electronic properties of 

Al12N12 and B12N12 nanocages were significantly affected by the 

adsorption of the octyl-β-D-xyloside molecule. The adsorption 

energies and enthalpies predicted a thermodynamically favorable 

chemisorption process. The AIM analysis reveals the formation of 

normal and bifurcated hydrogen bonds for Al12N12 and B12N12 

nanocages whilst, for O 

3, O2, and O4 positions we identify the inter/intra-molecular 

hydrogen bonds. The NBO results revealed a charge transfer from 

the adsorbed octyl-β-D-xyloside molecule to the nanocluster. Our 

finding revealed although both Al12N12 and B12N12 nanocages have 

the ability to detect and adsorb the octyl-β-D-xyloside but, the 

adsorption over the Al12N12 is not favorable due to the high 

recovery time. Whilst, the adsorption of the octyl-β-D-xyloside 

through O3 with less steric factor on the B12N12 nanocage and the 

recovery time of 31014.8   S, is the best adsorption site. 
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1. Introduction 

    Biosurfactants (BS) are a valuable group of bio related compounds, classified principally 

according to their nature and chemical composition [1, 2]. Synthesis from renewable sources, 

low toxicity, the capacity to refract or detriment the cell membrane, and excellent biological 

activity which are essential for therapeutic and biomedical can be motivated to enhancement 

their importance in the medical, pharmaceutical, and therapeutic. They can be used as 

antimicrobial agents to conduct cellular analysis by enhancing the penetration of the 

membrane, and metabolite stream [3-5]. Lactococcus lactis is a probiotic bacteria that play a 

number of potential roles in human health by producing a variety of secondary metabolites 

[6, 7]. One of the main secondary metabolites generated by Lactococcus lactis is xylolipid 

which prohibits the formation of the pathogenic microbial population in the human bowel by 

decomposition of the cell wall.  

    The octyl-β-D-xyloside is a biosurfactant that belongs to the glycolipid families (Fig. 1). 

This monosaccharide is a significant component of the pentose fraction in hemicellulose [8], 

consists of a water-loving hydrophilic sugar head group, and water-hating hydrophobic alkyl 

chain and generates a substrate for the manufacture of xylitol, as a food additive, sugar 

substitute, and also to advance better dental health and anticavity agents [9]. Accordingly, 

using an efficient delivery system for these biosurfactants is of primary importance. Recently, 

nanostructures like nanowires, nanotubes, and nanocages have been paid to great 

consideration as drug delivery systems [10-16]. Nanoparticles with slender size and surface 

ligand modification are attractive candidates for transducers of biorecognition binding and 

molecular structure [17, 18]. The remarkably high extinction coefficients of nanoclusters 

make them appropriate for optical signal transducers of molecular binding in comparison to 

any organic and inorganic chromophores. These aspects parallel with the toxicity of carbon 

compounds, encourage scientists to consider the efficiency of the inorganic nanomaterials. 
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Drug delivery systems made up of nanoparticles can significantly improve the drug treatment 

to the patient tissue as well as reducing the adverse effects of drugs on the healthy tissues [19, 

20]. The incorporation of chemotherapeutic drugs and receptors specific for the target cells 

into nanocarriers is a promising strategy in the drug delivery area [21]. 

 

 

Fig. 1 The scheme of (a) octyl-β-D-xyloside (the numbering of the sugar ring is according to IUPAC 

nomenclature of glycolipids and indicates possible absorption positions of different oxygen on the nanocluster), 

(b) Al12N12, and (c) B12N12 nanocages optimized at the B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory. 

    The combination of the atoms of groups III and V in the periodic table are good candidates 

to use as the nanostructure compound. Among different nanostructures, Al12N12 and B12N12 

nanocages have mainly engrossed scientists' attention owing to their low electron affinity, 

large band gap, special sensing, and superior physical and chemical properties [22-26]. It 

seems that the sp
2
 hybridization of metal–nitrogen bonds can be considered as the energetic 
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stability reason of Al12N12 nanocage [27]. In this research, we investigate the adsorption 

behavior, electronic, and reactivity of octyl-β-D-xyloside toward the Al12N12 and B12N12 

nanocages with the aim of using these nanocages as the delivery system for octyl-β-D-

xyloside to the cell membrane. 

2. Methodology  

   The initial structure of Al12N12, B12N12, and octyl-β-D-xyloside were modeled using Gauss 

View 5.0 [22] and geometrically optimized within the framework of density functional theory 

at the B3LYP/6-31G level of theory (Fig.1). Subsequently, all five orientations of octyl-β-D-

xyloside (O1, O2, O3, O4, and O5) as a ligand, were considered to approach Al12N12 and 

B12N12 nanocages (Fig. 2). Finally, the considered complexes (octyl-β-D-xyloside and 

nanocage) were geometrically optimized at the B3LYP/ 6-311++G** using the Gaussian 09 

computational package [23] in the gas phase. The hybrid B3LYP functional provides an 

efficient and robust basis in nanostructure studies [24-26]. Normal mode frequency analysis 

was performed numerically and examine the nature of the stationary points founded in the 

potential energy surfaces (PES). All optimized structures in the PES were real minimum 

stationary points due to the absence of negative frequency in normal analyses. The adsorption 

energies of the studied complexes are corrected separately, for both zero point energy (ZPE) 

and basis set superposition error (BSSE) using the counterpoise correction scheme outlined 

by Boys and Bernardi [28]. The adsorption energy (Eads) of octyl-β-D -xyloside over the 

surface of pristine Al12N12 and B12N12 nanocages is defined as: 

 

     (complex)   (                 )   (                  )               (1) 

    Where E (complex) is the total energy of the adsorbed octyl-β-D-xyloside on the surface of 

the Al12N12 or B12N12 nanocages, E (Al12N12 or B12N12) and E (octyl-β-D-xyloside) are the 
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energies of the Al12N12, B12N12, and octyl-β-D-xyloside respectively. The Atoms in 

Molecules (AIM) analyses were carried out using the AIM2000 package [27] to analyze the 

electron density and bonding characteristics of the investigated complexes. The electronic 

density of states (DOS) was plotted using Gauss Sum [28]. 

 

Fig. 2 (a) The optimized structures of adsorbed octyl-β-D-xyloside on the pristine Al12N12 from O1 and O5 

positions (b) from O2, O3, and O4 positions at the B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory in the gas phase. 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Geometry optimization and validation 

    The optimized geometries of pristine Al12N12 and B12N12 nanocages show the four and six-

membered rings of each nanocage are not completely planar [29]. The average bond lengths 

and bond angles for Al N and B N in four and six-membered rings (see Fig.1-b and 1-c, for 

labeling) are tabulated in Table 1. The average bond lengths in the six-membered ring for 

Al N and B N are 1.79 and 1.43 Å, respectively, while it is 1.85 and 1.48 Å in the four-

membered ring. The average bond lengths (d1 and d2) of Al12N12 nanocage are longer than 

that of B12N12 in both six and four-membered rings. However, the bond lengths of the six-

membered ring in Al12N12 and B12N12 nanocages are shorter than the four-membered rings. 

The bond angles for N Al N in Al12N12 nanocage are, A2=125.70° and A3=94.50° and for 

Al N Al are, A1= 112.50° and A4=84.40°, in six and four-membered rings respectively. 

Whilst, in the B12N12 nanocage, the N B N angle has the values of A2=125.70° and 

A3=98.10° and the B N B angle has the values of A1= 111.10° and A4=80.50°, in six and 

four-membered rings respectively, which are very close in both nanocages. 

     It is clear that the bond angles of N Al N and N B N are larger than the bond angles 

of Al N Al and B N B in both six and four-membered rings. This could be related to the 

pressure caused by the non-bonded electrons of the nitrogen atom. It is notable that, the bond 

angles in six-membered rings (A1 and A2) are almost equal for Al12N12 and B12N12 nanocages 

whilst, in four-membered rings (A3 and A4) they have different values. In 6-membered rings 

with a little wrinkled shape, the difference between the angles of Al12N12 and B12N12 are 

small, but in 4-membered rings, the angling pressure does not let wrinkle and the four-

membered ring is almost flat. This lead to a greater difference between the angles of Al12N12 
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and B12N12 in the four-membered rings. The same results were observed for A3 and A4 of 

both nanocages. These results are in line with other literature [20].   

Table 1. Selected bond lengths (d1 and d2) (in Å) and bond angles A1, A2, A3, and A4 (in °) for 

Al12N12 and B12N12 nanocages in the gas phase. Labeling is according to Fig. 1-b, and 1-c. 

Properties Ring Al12N12 B12N12 

d1 6 1.79 1.43 

d2 4 1.85 1.48 

A1=Al N Al/B N B 6 

6 

112.50 111.10 

A2=N Al N/N-B N 125.70 125.70 

A3=N Al N/N B N 4 

4 

94.50 98.10 

A4=Al N Al/B N B  84.40 80.50 

 

    To specify the orientations for octyl-β-D-xyloside adsorption over the Al12N12 and B12N12 

nanocages, we placed the octyl-β-D-xyloside molecule through different oxygen atoms (O1, 

O2, O3, O4, and O5) at a reasonable distance from the pristine Al12N12 and B12N12 nanocage 

surfaces and let the system optimize for finding the most stable configuration in the gas phase 

(Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). The oxygen atoms in the octyl-β-D-xyloside molecule divided into two 

categories; i: O2, O3, and O4 which connected to the hydrogen and represent hydroxyl 

groups (HO2, HO3, and HO4); ii: O1 and O5 which connected only to carbons.  

    The calculated values of the adsorption energies along with the values of charge transfer 

based on natural bond orbital analysis (NBO), as well as the equilibrium distance of each 

oxygen atom of octyl-β-D-xyloside to the nanocages are listed in Table 2. Table 2 shows, the 

adsorption energies trend for Al12N12 is O1> O5 and O3> O2 > O4 for two types of oxygen 

atoms. The negative values of the adsorption energies indicate the chemisorption process. 

The O3 position with the adsorption energies of -155.09 kJ/mol, is the most stable adsorption 

position. This could be due to the less spatial repulsion around the O3 position, which has an 
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equatorial direction as the alkyl chain. On the other hand, the bond distance trend between the 

Al12N12 nanocage and hydroxyl groups of octyl-β-D-xyloside is O4> O2 > O3. As it turns 

out, the adsorption energy is inversely related to the bond length. Accordingly, the O3 

position with the most stable adsorption energy has the least bond length of 1.93 Å. The 

formed bond distances from the O1 and O5 positions are equal (1.98 Å) in Al12N12. However, 

the less steric factor of the sugar ring around the O1 position causes more stability for 

O1―Al12N12 complex than O5―Al12N12. 

Table 2. The calculated adsorption energies (Ead) in kJ/mol, equilibrium adsorbed 

distance (d) in (Å), and the values of charge transfer      (e) at the B3LYP/6-

311++G** level of theory with BSSE superposition error correction in the gas 

phase. 

Oxygen type Complex Ead  (nanocage―On)      

O1, O5 

O1―Al12N12 -133.62 1.98 -0.072 

O5―Al12N12 -116.25 1.98 -0.090 

O3, O2, O4 

 (hydroxyl 

groups) 

O3―Al12N12 -155.09 1.93 -0.057 

O2―Al12N12 -154.91 1.95 -0.055 

O4―Al12N12 -121.31 1.97 -0.058 

O5, O1 

O5―B12N12 -55.14 1.65 -0.094 

O1―B12N12 -50.96 1.66 -0.075 

O3, O2, O4 

 (hydroxyl 

groups) 

O3―B12N12 -82.08 1.62 -0.060 

O2―B12N12 -80.61 1.64 -0.059 

O4―B12N12 -64.76 1.64 -0.059 

 

    The adsorption energy trend for B12N12 in the gas phase is O5> O1 and O3> O2 > O4. 

Hence, O5―B12N12 complex is more stable than O1―B12N12 complex.  
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    As such, the O3―B12N12 with the least spatial hinder and highest adsorption energy of -

82.08 kJ/mol is the most stable complex among O3―B12N12, O2―B12N12, and O4―B12N12 

complexes. This indicates the adsorption over the O3 position is more favorable. The O1 and 

O5 oxygen atoms (without hydrogen donor) form a weaker bond which can be interpreted by 

the NBO analysis.  

    The NBO results represent the net charge transfer during the adsorption of octyl-β-D-

xyloside on the surface of pristine Al12N12 and B12N12 nanocages. Table 2 shows the O1 and 

O5 oxygen atoms with free electron pairs have the ability to form a dative bond with the 

empty orbital of the aluminum and boron atoms in each nanocage. As a result, a charge 

transfer from oxygen atom to aluminum and boron atoms will happen. This charge transfer 

resulted in a reduction of the negative charge of oxygen, which compensates by adsorbing 

electrons from neighboring carbon and hydrogen atoms. In fact, the negative NBO charge 

values are a witness to show a partial charge transfer from the attached carbon and hydrogen 

atoms after bonding. 
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Fig. 3 (a) The optimized structures of adsorbed octyl-β-D-xyloside on the pristine B12N12 nanocage from O1 and 

O5 positions (b) from O2, O3, and O4 positions at the B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory in the gas phase. 

 

3.2 Electronic properties 

    In order to understand the changes of the electronic properties of Al12N12 and B12N12 

nanocages after the complexation with octyl-β-D-xyloside, we depicted the frontier 

molecular orbitals (highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied 

molecular orbital (LUMO)) Fig.4, as well as the density of states (DOSs) (Fig. 4 and SF1), 

for pristine Al12N12 and B12N12 nanocages and their complexes with octyl-β-D-xyloside from 

different oxygen atoms.  
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    According to Table 3, upon the interaction with octyl-β-D-xyloside, notable changes were 

observed in the HOMO and LUMO energies of Al12N12 nanocage such that, the energies of 

HOMO and LUMO in On―Al12N12 and On― B12N12 complexes were increased whilst, the 

band gaps decreased. The most changes in the band gap were observed for O5―Al12N12 

complex and the band gap decreased from 3.894 to 3.579 eV. In addition, for the B12N12 

nanocage, the band gap also decreased from 6.774 to 6.641 eV for O1―B12N12 during the 

complexation with octyl-β-D-xyloside. It is important to note that in comparison between the 

adsorption from O1 and O5, the O1 in Al12N12 and O5 in B12N12 nanocage, have the most 

energy gaps.  

 

Table 3. The energies of EHOMO, ELUMO, and Egap, (all in eV) for Al12N12 and B12N12 and 

their complexes with octyl-β-D-xyloside through different oxygens. 

 

Oxygen type Complex EHOMO (eV) ELUMO (eV) Egap (eV)      

                          Al12N12 -6.416 -2.522 3.894 - 

O1, O5 
O1―Al12N12 -6.047 -2.224 3.823 -1.823 

O5―Al12N12 -5.906 -2.327 3.579 -8.084 

O3, O2, O4 

(hydroxyl 

groups) 

O3―Al12N12 -6.033 -2.158 3.875 -0.480 

O2―Al12N12 -6.048 -2.201 3.847 -1.202 

O4―Al12N12 -5.961 -2.101 3.859 -0.896 

                          B12N12 -7.634 -0.860 6.774 - 

O5, O1 
   O5―B12N12 -6.780 -0.107 6.673 -1.497 

    O1―B12N12 -6.945 -0.303 6.641 -1.959 

O3, O2, O4 

(hydroxyl 

groups) 

O3―B12N12 -6.883 -0.157 6.726 -0.709 

O2―B12N12 -7.031 -0.326 6.705 -1.014 

O4―B12N12 -6.780 -0.116 6.682 -1.354 
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Fig. 4 The HOMO and LUMO distribution for Al12N12, octyl-β-D-xyloside, and B12N12 and O5―Al12N12 and 

O1―B12N12 complexes in the gas phase at the B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory 
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Fig. 5 Density of states for the complexation of Al12N12 with octyl-β-D-xyloside from different oxygen atoms at 

the B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory in the gas phase. 

 

3.3 Atoms in Molecules analysis 

    Atoms in molecules (AIM) theory [30] is a powerful tool of modern quantum chemistry to 

analyze bond types at different interaction sites of a system via different key concepts such as 

electron density  ( ), and the Laplacian of the electron density,    ( )  which is the sum of 
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the curvature in the charge density along any orthogonal coordinate axes computed at the 

bond critical point (BCP), as well as kinetic energy density (G), potential energy (V) and total 

energy (H) [31]. The sign of Laplacian of the electron density,    ( )  at the BCP indicates 

charge density is concentrated for    ( )    as the covalent bond, while    ( )    show 

a depleted charge density, as in closed shell (electrostatic) interactions. It should be 

mentioned that H-bond is characterized by    ( )      ( )    for strong H-bond, while 

medium H-bond (partially covalent-partially electrostatic) with    ( )     ( )   , and 

   ( )     ( )    are established for weak H-bond [30]. The positive values of the 

Laplacian indicate a depletion in charge density as in closed shell (electrostatic) interactions.  

Jeffrey and Saenger [32, 33] defined the hydrogen bond with the terms of normal (two-

center), bifurcated (three-center), and trifurcated (four-center) hydrogen bond (see Fig. 6). 

The existence of bifurcated H-bond in different complexes was investigated computationally 

recently [34-37]. 

 

Fig. 6 Three different types of hydrogen bond according to Jeffrey and Saenger [32,33] 
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Table 4. Equilibrium distance (d) (in Å) and topological parameters (all in a.u) for adsorption of the octyl-β-D-

xyloside on the pristine Al12N12 nanocage from different oxygen atoms (O1, O2, O3, O4, and O5) at the B3LYP/6-

311++G** level of theory in the gas phase. 

Oxygen type Complexes Bonds d  r   2 r  
)(rG  

)(rV  
)(rH  

i: O1 

 
O1―Al12N12 

O1…Al 1.98 0.0474 0.2923 0.0689 -0.0648 0.0041 

O2-HO2…N1 1.77 0.0450 0.1142 0.0322 -0.0359 -0.0037 

C7-H7…N2 2.53 0.0121 0.0387 0.0086 -0.0075 0.0011 

i: O5 

 
O5―Al12N12 

O5…Al 1.98 0.0477 0.2959 0.0697 -0.0655 0.0042 

C7-H7…N1 2.64 0.0093 0.0273 0.0060 -0.0053 0.0008 

C5-H5…N2 2.52 0.0121 0.0385 0.0086 -0.0075 0.0011 

C8-H8…N1 3.62 0.0022 0.0061 0.0011 -0.0007 0.0004 

C2-H2…N3 2.71 0.0084 0.0245 0.0053 -0.0046 0.0008 

ii: O3  

(hydroxyl 

groups) 

O3―Al12N12 
O3…Al 1.93 0.0508 0.3506 0.0803 -0.0730 0.0073 

O4-HO4…N1 1.82 0.0405 0.1035 0.0029 -0.0317 -0.0288 

ii: O2  

(hydroxyl  
O2―Al12N12 

O2…Al 1.95 0.0497 0.3321 0.0766 -0.0701 0.0065 

O3-HO3…N1 1.77 0.0452 0.1150 0.0037 -0.0361 -0.0324 

O2-HO2…O1    2.14 0.0195 0.0772 0.0184 -0.0175 0.0009 

ii: O4  

(hydroxyl 

groups) 

O4―Al12N12 

O4…Al 1.97 0.0488 0.3124 0.0731 -0.0681 0.0050 

C3-H3…N1 2.84 0.0067 0.0202 0.0042 -0.0034 0.0008 

C5-H5…N1 2.74 0.0081 0.0241 0.0052 -0.0043 0.0009 

 

 

Table 5. Equilibrium distance (d) (in Å) and topological parameters (all in a.u) for adsorption of the octyl-β-D-

xyloside on the pristine B12N12 nanocage from different oxygen atoms (O1, O2, O3, O4, and O5) at the B3LYP/6-

311++G** level of theory in the gas phase. 

 

Oxygen type Complexes Bonds d  r   2 r  
)(rG  

)(rV  
)(rH  

i: O5 

 

 

 

 

O5―B12N12 

O5…B 1.66 0.0904 0.2560 0.1203 -0.1766 -0.0563 

C7-H7…N1 2.55 0.0104 0.0318 0.0071 -0.0062 0.0009 

C8-H8…N2 3.15 0.0032 0.0107 0.0020 -0.0013 0.0007 

C5-H5…N3 2.34 0.0159 0.0574 0.0125 -0.0107 0.0018 

C2-H2…N4 2.55 0.0106 0.0321 0.0071 -0.0062 0.0009 

i: O1 O1―B12N12 
O1…B 1.66 0.0900 0.2608 0.1208 -0.1765 -0.0556 

O2-HO2…N1 1.97 0.0291 0.0803 0.0211 -0.0222 -0.0011 

ii: O3  

(hydroxyl 

groups) 

O3―B12N12 

O3…B 1.64 0.0973 0.3132 0.1376 -0.1968 -0.0593 

O4-HO4…N1 1.96 0.0292 0.0825 0.0215 -0.0225 -0.0009 

O3-HO3…O2 2.09 0.0203 0.0793 0.0192 -0.0185 0.0007 

ii: O4  

(hydroxyl 

groups) 

O4―B12N12 

O4…B 1.64 0.0944 0.3124 0.1346 -0.1912 -0.0565 

O4-HO4…O3 2.18 0.0175 0.0741 0.0173 -0.0160 0.0013 

C3-H3…N1 2.66 0.0088 0.0265 0.0058 -0.0050 0.0008 

C5-H5…N1 3.90 0.0066 0.0234 0.0048 -0.0037 0.0011 

ii: O2  

(hydroxyl 

groups) 

O2―B12N12 

O2…B 1.62 0.0986 0.3366 0.1432 -0.2021 -0.0590 

C1-H1…N1 2.79 0.0069 0.0214 0.0045 -0.0037 0.0008 

O3-HO3…N2 2.01 0.0268 0.0743 0.0193 -0.0201 -0.0008 

O2-HO2…O1 2.18 0.0180 0.0749 0.0175 -0.0162 0.0013 
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    According to Tables 4-5 and Fig. 7; complexes with oxygen type (i) such as O1―Al12N12, 

O5―Al12N12, O1―B12N12, and O5―B12N12 illustrate only intermolecular hydrogen bond 

whereas complexes with oxygen type (ii) such as O3―Al12N12, O2―Al12N12, O4―Al12N12, 

O3―B12N12, O4―B12N12, and O2―B12N12 can form the inter/intra molecular hydrogen bond. 

The lack of hydrogen on the O1 and O5 causes to behave only as an acceptor, whilst, O2, O3, 

and O4 can act as donor and acceptor. On the other hand, during the complexation through 

O5 and O4 in Al12N12 we can see the formation of the bifurcated hydrogen bond of C7-

H7…N1 and C8-H8…N1 in O5―Al12N12 and C3-H3…N1 and C5-H5…N1 in O4―Al12N12. This 

indicates the N1 atom involves into three different bonds simultaneously in each complex. In 

addition, in the B12N12 complex, the only complexation through O4 can form a bifurcated 

hydrogen bond of C3-H3…N1 and C5-H5…N1.   

    It is noteworthy that, the existence of two bifurcated hydrogen bonds for Al12N12 and one 

for B12N12 nanocage causes strong adsorption happened between the Al12N12 and the octyl-β-

D-xyloside molecule. This factor can act as a negative force during the desorption of the 

octyl-β-D-xyloside from the Al12N12 nanocage and prolong the desorption time. The AIM 

analysis also represents the possibility of the formation of unconventional hydrogen bonds 

between the octyl-β-D-xyloside and two nanocages. It is remarkably that the conventional 

hydrogen bond (O―H…N) in all complexes is stronger than the unconventional (C―H…O 

and C―H…N) due to the positive values of    ( ) and negative value of  ( )which 

represents the medium hydrogen bond. Accordingly, in O1―Al12N12 complex; the 

conventional O2―HO2…N bond with    ( )=0.1142 and  ( )= -0.0037 is stronger than 

the unconventional C8―H8…O5 bond with    ( )=0.0346,  ( )= 0.0010 and C7―H7…N 

with    ( )=0.0387,  ( )= 0.0011. In addition, the electron density of the On―Al bonds is 

almost half of the electron density of the On―B (i.e;  ( ) =0.0508 for O3…Al but  ( ) 
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=0.0973 for O3…B). This is because the B12N12 nanocage is smaller than the Al12N12, which 

makes the electron cloud more condense.  

 

Fig.7 The intra and intermolecular hydrogen bonding formation of different oxygen atoms of octyl-β-D-

xyloside over the Al12N12 and B12N12 nanocages at the B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory in the gas phase. 

3.4 Conduction electron population  

    A gas sensor operates based on the change of its electrical conductivity upon the gas 

adsorption and charge transfer. It has been frequently demonstrated that the conduction 

electron population (N), depends on the Eg based on Eq. (3) and can be applied as an 

appropriate index for an adsorbent sensitivity toward a chemical [37].  

    
 

 ⁄     ( 
  

   
)                                                    (3) 
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Where k is the Boltzmann's constant and A (electrons/m3K3/2) is a constant. 

   Equation 3 indicates that the population of conduction electrons of the Al12N12 and 

B12N12 nanocages will change exponentially by changing the Eg and will thus alter the 

electrical conductivity. From a conduction point of view, with the adsorption of the 

adsorbent, the change in conductivity is more desirable. Therefore, in this part, unlike the 

recovery time, which should be in a certain range, there is no such limitation for conduction 

change. This means that this quantity does not have to be in a certain range, and the larger it 

is for a sensor, the better [38]. The calculated conduction electron populations are given in 

Table 6. This factor shows the Al12N12 and B12N12 nanocages with high conduction 

electron population are suitable adsorbents for octyl-β-D-xyloside in the gas phase. In both 

nanocages of Al12N12and B12N12, the O3 position has the highest conduction electron 

population (N). Therefore, the sensitivity of Al12N12 and B12N12 at the O3 position is very 

good. The number of conducting electrons in Al12N12 is larger than in B12N12. This fact 

demonstrates, from a conduction point of view, Al12N12 behaves much better than B12N12 

to detect and absorb the octyl-β-D-xyloside. In fact, based on the AIM results which showed 

the possibility of forming different bonds between the Al12N12 and B12N12 nanocages and 

the octyl-β-D-xyloside molecule, we observed that Al12N12 were more likely to adsorb 

octyl-β-D-xyloside molecules with the possibility of forming two bifurcate bonds as well as 

the fewer possibility for intramolecular hydrogen bonds for octyl-β-D-xyloside during the 

adsorption on the Al12N12. 

 

Table 6. The calculated conduction electron population at the 

B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory in the gas phase. 

Oxygen type Complexes N(g) 

 

i: O1, O5 

 

O1―Al12N12 
151064.2   

O5―Al12N12 
131094.7   
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ii: O3, O2, O4 

(hydroxyl groups) 

O3―Al12N12 
171001.2   

O2―Al12N12 
171094.1   

O4―Al12N12 
141021.2   

 

i: O5, O1 

 

O5―B12N12 
81050.3   

O1―B12N12 
81051.1   

ii: O3, O2, O4 

(hydroxyl groups) 

O3―B12N12 
101004.8   

O2―B12N12 
101098.5   

O4―B12N12 
91044.2   

 

3.5 Thermodynamic parameters 

    Table 8 represents the thermodynamic properties of the octyl-β-D-xyloside adsorption 

through different oxygen atoms over the Al12N12 and B12N12 nanocages in the gas phase. 

According to Table 7, the O3 position in both nanocages has the lowest Gibbs free energy 

and enthalpies, which is in agreement with the adsorption energies from the O3 position. This 

can be related to the less spatial hinder around this position. On the other hand, the O1 and 

O5 positions have positive Gibbs free energy in B12N12. This is because, the unfavorable 

negative value of entropy overcomes the favorable negative of enthalpy and prevents the 

spontaneous adsorption from O1 and O5 positions. According to the thermodynamic 

parameters, the Al12N12 is a promising candidate for the adsorption of   molecule from O1, 

O2, O3, O4, and O5 positions, but the B12N12 nanocluster shows spontaneous and favorable 

adsorption only from O2, O3, and O4 positions. 

Table 7. The calculated thermodynamic properties; standard Gibbs 

free energy (   ), standard enthalpy (   ), and standard entropy 

(    ), and all in (kJ.mol
-1

) for the studied complexes at the B3LYP/6-

311++g** level of theory with BSSE superposition error correction. 

Oxygen type Complex              

O1, O5 
O1―Al12N12 -77.00 -126.52 -49.52 

O5―Al12N12 -63.57 -109.50 -45.93 

O3, O2, O4 O3―Al12N12 -102.73 -148.42 -45.69 
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(hydroxyl groups) O2―Al12N12 -102.27 -147.92 -45.65 

O4―Al12N12 -73.20 -114.16 -40.96 

O5, O1 
O5―B12N12 1.27 -49.10 -50.37 

O1―B12N12 7.03 -43.99 -51.02 

O3, O2, O4 

(hydroxyl groups) 

O3―B12N12    -26.13 -74.77 -48.64 

O2―B12N12    -23.70 -73.12 -49.42 

O4―B12N12    -13.22 -57.94 -44.72 

 

3.6 Recovery time 

     Sensor recovery from the adsorbed gases is of great importance. The sensitivity and 

recovery time, are reported as the main performance parameters of a sensor. Recovery time is 

defined as the time required for a sensor to return to 90% of the original baseline signal upon 

removal of the target gas [36]. For a suitable sensor, the separation of the absorbed molecule 

is also very important. Experimentally the recovery process is done by heating to upper 

temperatures or by UV light exposure [34]. The recovery time can be calculated from 

transition theory: 

        (
    

  
)                                                   (4) 

where k is Boltzmann’s constant (∼8.31 × 10
−3

 kJ mol
−1

.K
−1

), T is temperature, and υ is the 

attempt frequency. Table 8 shows the recovery time of the investigated complexes. 

According to Eq.4, more adsorption energy leads to a larger recovery time. The order of the 

recovery time for desorption of octyl-β-D-xyloside from Al12N12 and B12N12 nanocages for 

both types of oxygen atoms are; O3> O2 > O4 , O1 > O5 and O3> O2 > O4 ,  O5 > O1 

respectively, which are in agreement with the order of the adsorption energies. Accordingly, 

O3―Al12N12 and O3―B12N12 complexes with the most adsorption energies have the 

maximum recovery time of 101011.5  and 31014.8  s respectively. In terms of recovery time, 

Al12N12 with a long recovery time may not be a good sensor for octyl-β-D-xyloside, because 

octyl-β-D-xyloside cannot detach itself in a reasonable time after attaching to Al12N12. On the 

other hand, there is a different scenario for B12N12. The recovery time for detaching octyl-β-
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D-xyloside from this nanocage is low. This means the octyl-β-D-xyloside molecule can 

detach from the B12N12 nanocage at a reasonable time. From this point of view, B12N12 

nanocage can behave as a good sensor for octyl-β-D-xyloside. As a result, although all 

previously calculated parameters predicted better adsorption for octyl-β-D-xyloside on the 

Al12N12than B12N12, a higher recovery time of Al12N12 shows Al12N12 can only use as a good 

adsorbent for octyl-β-D-xyloside, not as a good sensor. 

 

Table 8. The estimated recovery time ( ) in (s) for 

investigated complexes. 

Oxygen type Complexes Gas.  

 

i: O1, O5 

 

O1―Al12N12 
61080.8    

O5―Al12N12 
31095.7    

ii: O3, O2, O4 

(hydroxyl groups) 

O3―Al12N12 
101011.5    

O2―Al12N12 
101075.4    

O4―Al12N12 
41013.6    

 

i: O5, O1 

 

O5―B12N12 
71054.1    

O1―B12N12 
81086.2    

ii: O3, O2, O4 

(hydroxyl groups) 

O3―B12N12 
31014.8    

O2―B12N12 
31050.4    

O4―B12N12 
61051.7    

 

4. Conclusion 

    The B3LYP/6-311++G** method was employed to investigate the interaction between the 

octyl-β-D-xyloside molecule from different oxygens with the Al12N12 and B12N12 nanocages 

in the gas phase. Based on the adsorption energies and enthalpies, a thermodynamically 

favorable chemisorption process was predicted for different complexes. The highest 
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adsorption energy was observed for the adsorption from O3 position of octyl-β-D-xyloside 

molecule on both nanocages. The negative value of the Gibbs free energy of the O3 position 

in both nanocages confirmed the spontaneous adsorption process. The NBO analysis revealed 

in all complexes, the oxygen atoms of octyl-β-D-xyloside molecule are electron-donating and 

the nanocluster is the electron acceptor. The estimated recovery time for adsorption on the 

Al12N12 nanocage was very high which represents, against the high ability of Al12N12 toward 

the adsorption of octyl-β-D-xyloside, it cannot behave as a good sensor for the investigated 

molecule. The AIM results predicted the bifurcated hydrogen bonds for Al12N12, which can 

be good reason for high adsorption energies during the complexation with Al12N12. On the 

other hand, the recovery time for desorption from B12N12 nanocage represented a possible 

desorption process. In summary, although the Al12N12 and B12N12 nanocages may be a 

promising candidate for detection of octyl-β-D-xyloside molecule but the Al12N12 with the 

high recovery time cannot used as a good sensor. It will be interesting to study the adsorption 

effect of decorated B12N12 with metals with higher atomic number to improve its adsorption 

behavior along with its reasonable recovery time. 
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